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Studen.ts okay emergency loans

Senate steps

•

ID

• •

on vets cr1s1s

by Mary L. Robandt
Student Senate has stepped
in to allieviate the woes of
UNI veterans who did not
receive checks for May and
June.
Mike Newman and Dave .
Scott of the Veterans Club
discussed with Tom Lasser,
Student Senate President, the
possibility of using the Student Senate's Emergency Loan
Fund to help veterans whose
VA checks were delayed in
May through office problems
and in June because Congress
did not allocate enough money
to cover the rest of the fiscal
year in Educational Benefits
for veterans.
Lasser was in favor of using
the money for this purpose; as
he said, "If ever we had a real
Senate president Tom Lasser discusses plans for senate loan to vets with
emergency to loan money for,
man (R.) of the vets club. (Photo by J.C. Wynn)
this is it!" He told Newman
and Scott that as much as
the allocation. In a consensus motion for the- veterans' loan,
$10,000 might be alloted to the
vote (there were not enough with 9 in favor, none opposed,
veterans. On June 9, the
senators present for a quorum) and one abstention.
Student Senate met to discuss
the Senate voted to pass the
During the meeting, New-

Dave Scott (L.) and Mike Newman explained to the Senate
the severity of the unusual
problem. He said that - the
Congressional
underfunding

was even affecting funding for
Disabled Veteran',s Vocational
Rehabilitation tuition and
therapy, and that veterans
pension funds were also affected. He said that there are over
900 vets at UNI, and perhaps
10% are affected by the underallotment. "Some people are
still stalling their landlords for
May rent," he explained.
Newman quoted a recent
Sun-Times
article
which
stated that 88,000 veterans
nationwide have · been affected thus far, and have not
received their June checks.
The Sun-Times warned that if
Congress doesn't get back in
session and allocate more
money in a hurry, as many as
500,000 vetera.n s will be with:
out checks for both June and
July , nationwide. Veterans
who did not receive checks for
May will be facing even worse
problems if this should occur,
he said.
(Cont'd on page 4)

Senate rejects RSB bid for charter
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate of
Northeastern voted by consensus not to grant the Revolutionary Student Brigade
(RSB) a temporary club · charter at a meeting on June 9.
David Shapiro, representing
the RSB made the request for
that recognition after giving
his assurances to the Senate
that members of the organization had become familiarized
with student fees and conduct
policies and would not be
involved in further infractions
which led to the revocation of

Mullen gives word

the club's charter on May 12.
A temporary charter gives
an organization or club the
right to organize on campus
with rooms and tables made
available for their activities
and the use of duplicating and
mailing services. No budget is
alloted for a temporary chartered club.
The RSB permanent club
charter was revoked two
months ago when it was
charged that members had
misused state funds, ignored
Senate policies regarding travel expenses alloted to them for

senting votes, though four
senators abstained. (Print Vol.
1£, No. 14).
At the Senate meeting of
May 26, RSB · member, Stuart
Strong, agreed that errors ha:d
been made regarding the
RSB's 1p.anagement of student

fees but he said that he was
unaware of any set code of
conduct regarding one student
organization 's treatment of another and asked to be informed
by the Senate of those conditions. The Senate agreed to do
(Cont'd Qn page 4)

Fees and Allocations

Clubs budgets under scrutiny
by J.C. Wynn

Proceedural irregularities in
the handling of club budgets
for fiscal year 1975 are being
investigated by the Student
Fees and Allocations Committee.
According to committee
chairperson Mike Newman,
"the individual Boards of Control are supposed to review
club budgets, but they haven't
been doing their job. The
their staffs; "with 950 vets on Boards have allowed violations
campus, it' s going to be much of fees policy."
too crowded," Ross said.
"As near as · we can tell at
After the meeting with Pres- this point," said Newman,
ident Mullen on June 6, Ross "the only Board that has done
said, "I will do the best I can its job is the Indpendent Club
with the situation, but I 'm not Board. The Committee hasn't
at all optimistic with it being a seen the Commuter Center
workable solution." Bielikow- . Activities· Board budget for
ski had no comment on the fiscal 1975, yet."
decision.
The most outstanding irreMullen indicated that there gularities under investigation
(Cont'd on page 6) involve -the Athletics Board,

Vets rep moved again
by Pat Morrison
President Mullen has given
his final word on Veterans
Representative Lou · Bielikowski's next office location. He
and his three student aides are
to move into the two-room
office (B-115) now occupied by
Jimmy Ross, Veterans Counselor. Mr. Ross has one secretary and three student aides.
Mr. Ross said that the office is
too small for both men and

a trip to a convention in St.
Louis and for harrassing and
intimidating other clubs and
organizations, notably the S~mate and the Students for Israel,
by threats and hampering
their right to meet. The revocation motion received no dis-

the Media Board, and the Fine
Arts Board.
Orchesis, UNI's dance club,
has filed a complaint with the
Fees Committee claiming that
the club's funding has been cut
by the Athletics Board without justification. Marge Robley, advisor for Orchesis, contends that the Athletics Board
overstepped their authority in
cutting Orchesis ' budget, as
the club is one of the most
active under the Athletics
Board. According to Fees
Committee member Bob McDonald (also Treasurer for the
Senate), "the problem faced by
Orchesis is a legislative problem, and Ms. Robley was
advised to take her compalint
before the Senate. "
At their regular meeting; in
room 0006 in the classroom
building on June 10, at 1:00
. p.m.; the Committee received

two requests for transfer of
funds, one request for funds,
and two complaints of irregularities.
Print, UNI 's newspaper or·
ganization, lodged a complaint
against the Media Board of
Control. Editor Robert Kosinski stated that "the budget for
Print as submitted by the
Media Board is not the budget
we drew up. " According to
Kosinski, Media Board Chairperson Dave Moyer submitted
his own version of a budget for
Print which includes a reduction of over $10,000 from last
year's budget (fiscal year 7475). "Apparently Moyer hoped
the Fees Committee would
give Print more money from
contingency funds when we
went broke during the year,"
said Kosinski.
At Tuesday's regular meet-

(Cont'd on page 3)
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Athletics are-ntce, aren't they?
by Jeff Clever
I remember our Las Vegas
Nights we held at my high
school. They were annual fundraising drives to raise supplemental monies for the school.
And the memory that stands
out in my mind is that for
several years all or part of the
funds were used to finance
athletic
projects,
notably
building a "football stadium"
and athletic fields. The construction work involved grading a swampy back lot that
looked like a pond every time
it rained. One year, tiles were
installed to facilitate drainage
of the water, another year, a
ground filler called Turface
was used. After all this work
and tens of thousands of
dollars, I'll be damned if the
area still didn't look like the
Chain 'O Lakes after a rainfall.
Oh well. ... .
The reason behind that short
- bit of history is the rantings
and ravings of the blustery
Athletic Dep.a rtment.
Gus
Ziagos, "Spin" Salario, Gary
Staniec and Co. ~re howling

about the "budget cut" of the
Athletic Dept. However, a few
facts seem to be in order.
First, Gus ~iagos, 'ole conciliatory Gus, was at the Fees
Advisory meeting of April 24
where he suggested and even
became the guidance of volun- _
tary budget cuts by all the
Boards of Control. HE SAID
THAT ATHLETICS COULD
GET BY ON $70,000. Now, in
view of all the protest by
Athletics of this sum it would
seem that Ziagos· is not very
adept at communicating facts
about what he did and said to
his fellow Athletics people.
Either that or the people over
there don' t know how to listen
very well.
Another question - why
didn't Ziagos say anything
when the Senate finally ratified
THE VERY BUDGET HE
PROPOSED AT THE FEES
MEETING on April 24? Let's
be generous and assume that
he said something to his
colleagues before the Senate
meeting.
Turni,ng to Gary Staniec's

letter to the Editor (Print ,
June 6) i' find that he lacks an
objective analysis of the problem. True, President Mullen
has a technical final say in
matters related to student
affairs. But what kind of
precedent would be set if the
President of the University
overruled a decision of the
Student Senate? Especially on
a matter as important as fiscal
budgets. I submit that .a very
dangerous precedent would
arise, _challenging and undermining the students ' right to
govern their affairs. Furthermore, Mr. Staniec forgets that
President Mullen does NOT
have the power to say "All
right, boys, give athletics what
they want."
Staniec and Salario as well
as good number of Athletics
people seem to take at best a
contemptuous view of the
Senate's authority. For example, consider the up-roarious
conduct of the Athletic lobbyist at the Student Senate
meeting of April 7. I ought to
know how loud they were;

l,f
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they were sitting directly beoutrageous. But be that as it
hind me. I don't think I've
may. At any rate, you'd
even heard Pink Floyd that
probably find more people
loud . · But you know how it is , involved in and participating
only a _few copies of Robert's
in theatre, and as for the
Rules of order are around
number of people tha t attend
school. not everyone can get a
games; well I don 't t hink a
hold of them. And one could sixth grader's arithmetic abilconsider Salario's extremely ities would be · taxed to any
callous remark "Student Fees great degree counting spectamoney belongs to the Prestors.
ident of the University and he
One final question, where do
can make the final dicision."
you people plan to get all this
T~k, Tsk, Mr. Salario, you're money? Will you take it from
being contemptuous again.
one the Boards of Control who
I think Mr. Salario summed at your myn behe~t cut their
up Tthe crux of the>roble~ . budgets already? Keep in mind
when he said, "There are 350 that there is not $10,000 in the
athletes on our tearris who are reserve fund. Offhand, I can
involved not count~ng people think of only one ot her source
who come to see the games." - the Boards. And all of this
That's just it, only 350 people leads me to wonder if we aren't
are being funded with $70,000 hearing the tale of the swamp
- a figure that is in ifself again.
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Clubs budget under scrutiny
(con't from page 1)
ing, UNl' s Jazz Ensemble also
registered a complaint with the
Committee. The J azz Club
contends that the Fine Arts
Board of Control violated Fees
policy when they failed to fund
the organization for fiscal
1975. Committee Chairperson •
Mike Newman concurred saying, "the Committee will investigate the claim further. It is a
violation of Fees policy for a
Board of Control to deny any
organizat ion under its control
an operating budget."
The Committee also undertook investigations of charges
levied against the Fine Arts

Board t hat the Board is using
fees money to fund classes and
activities which are not open
to general students participation. Two examples cited are
the orchestra and Collegium
· Musicum.
It was alleged that the Fine
Arts Board is using fees
money to pay " ringers" for the
orchestra, and that the orchestra is not a club. A " ringer
is a professional musician
payed to fill the need for an
instrument which is• not available in the orchestra.
It was also alleged that the
Fine Arts Board is spending

Parenthesis

Puerto Rican Students, asking group was important in fosterfees money to fund Collegium
for funds to send dance stu- ing cultural pride among LatiMusicum which, according to
dent to Boston for a workshop . no students.
members of the Jazz group, is
with the famous Spanish dancIn the special session, it was
a class and not a club.
The Athletics Board re- . er, Jose Greco. The workshop , decided to allow the dance
quested a transfer of $400 from · under the Espania Institute of group $4;350 towards travel
Boston, offers four weeks of expenses to the workshop and
personal services to commodiintensive dance (6 hours per equipment such as castenets
ties to cover an increase in the
day ), and classes on Spanish and taps.
cost of awards. Since the
culture. Libby Fleming, formmonies involved are from fiscal
The Fees and Allocations
erly
of the Jose Greco Dance Committee will be accepting
year 74-75 's budget the ComTroupe and currently teaching budget cut complaints through
mittee ruled that the transfer
and dancing at UNI, support- their next regular meeting on
would not be in violation of
ed Gutierrez 's claim that the Tuesday , June 17, at 1:00 p.m.
Fees policy. The motion was
workshop would be an import- in the classroom building,
passed; 4 in favor, 0 opposed,
ant cultural event for UNI as a Room 0006. Committee chairand 2 abstentions. A second
whole, as there is no Spanish person Mike Newman said,
motion, involving a transfer of
$60 for travel was also· passed; · dance troupe in C,hicago at this " clubs with complaints about
time. Gutierrez said, " We are cuts in their budgets must
5 in favor, 0 opposed, and 0
asking whatever funding the submit a written statement of
abstentions.
Committee can give us without their complaint to the CommitRepresentatives from Interoverstepping its guidelines. " tee. The statements must spell
preters Theatre and the AthleMike Newman told him that out exactly what the complaint
tics Board requested changes
tuition cannot be paid with is , the Fees policy involved,
in the per diem allowance for
student fees , but that funding
meals. The Interpreters Theaand include a detailed breakfor travel was a possibility. down of the budget. "
tre's 'members were seeking
Gutierrez and Fleming said
permission ot increase the
Budgets must be itemized,
that the dance troupe would
allowance from $6.00 a day to
"with justification," said Newgive free performances, "as
$12.00 a day by reducing the
man, " according to the five
many as the Senate wishes " ,
number of events attended,
categories spelled out in the
to justify its ✓ going as a
thus remammg within the
memorandum sent by the
cultural event for all UNI , and
budgeted amount. The comCommittee to all student ornot a class. This offer was
. mittee refused permission sayganizations." The memoranaccepted, as several committee
ing that policy has set the rate
dum, dated April 14, 1975,
members agreed that to have
' at $6.00 and any deviation
included Fees policy and a
students study under Greco ·calander of dates on which
would be I- _violation of Fees
would be an "exciting honor" budget matters are due. The
policy. The same verdict was
for UNI.
handed down to the Athletics
calendar indicates that the
There was some discussion final date for budgets to be in
Board representatives on their
as to whethe~ the group, which the office of the fiscal agent is
request for an increase in the
is not a chartered club itself, June 13. Newman said, " the
meal rate to $8.00 per day.
could be considered representa- Committee will not take any
Both groups were advised that
tive of UNI. Gutierrez offered · complaints after June 17 bethey can appeal to the Senate.
informal sponsorship of the cause we have to finish our
The Fees Committee debatgroup as . an adjunct to the work by June 23."
ed a motion introduced by
Union, saying that the dance
Luis Gutierrez of the Union for

by M. L. Robandt
I never thought I 'd get to say it, but DUE TO
CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND OUR CONTROL, last wee~'s•
PARENTHESIS was lopped in two ; only the first 2/ards was
printed. (So, if you had the feeling of rushing out of a room and
ending up in the broom closet when reading it, thay's why - at
least I hope that's why). I don't know whether the above excuse
qualifies me to be an administrator or a computer, but it' s a
heady feeling!
Here, then, is the NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED rest of last
week's effort, concerning the allocation of UNI 's money:
The " debt of gratitude" to veterans must be paid in more than
· speeches. Veteran students, like returning women and older
students, have lived and functioned independently to a greater
degree than most undergrads. They are a good risk for loans , a
good investment for funding, and like women and older students,
can help lessen the average undergrad's fear of life Out There by
serving as a connection with it.
. Northeastern, like. many other colleges and universities, is
facing an economic situation which is less than cheerful. While
our problems aren't as severe as that, of tiny, expensive private
colleges. (Deans don't have to take in laundry yet) we do have to
re-order our budgetary priorities to reflect the situation.
When everyone is shrieking and yanking at- resources like old
ladies at a bargain bin, it's interesting to check out actual
by Jeff Markowski
contributions in relation to demands.
According to Marion Etten,
UNI can only distinguish itself by innovation and service. This R.N., at Health Services, some
doesn't mean UNI should burst at the seams with artsy-craftsy 83 units of blood were donated
programs or M.A.'s in Human Sexuality, or become a mini-arm of
HEW . It does mean that when the strong, basic academic
requirements are met, actual contributors among student and
innovative projects should get the lion's share of what's left.
Women, vets , and older· students are part of this group. So are
the arts and social services. A woman with day care at UNI
today who will become an M.S.W. is, to my mind, more
potentially enriching to this society than an athlete who will
become an insurance agent. Ther e is as little room for
professional atheletes as there is for fashion models, and their
season is short, while people in less dazzling fields can go on
using their education forever. Alumni may squawk, wishing
vainly for a return to their goldfish-swallowing clays, but actual
participation by students is greater (as spectators as well as
participants) in the theatre department. Orchesis and F.un Nite,
both quite popular with students, was decimated by the Athletics
Board. Are letter sweaters really that much more important than
a sports-for-fun program and a dance troupe which draws
professionals to the billing and fills the auditorium? Is day care
really so unimportant that parking draws more concern?
This list goes on and on. UNI is not far behind Circle in its
struggle to decide whether to ape the dorm schools like Urbana,
or become a truly urban institution. There are limits to our
growth in size, and thus in our amount of cash from Springfield,
and Washington. But there is no limit to how well, howquickly,
how thoroughly we reflect the aims and meet the needs of
· northwest Chicago. UNl's only chance to distinguish itself is to
become a sophisticated, service-oriented urban university, with
no desire to try to be anything else.

UNI turns out for blood drive

* * * * *.r * ~ *.*

by members of the Northeastern community during the
blood, drive last Thurs. and
Fri .. June 5th and 6th. 18

.

(Looking back, I see that the problem last week wasn' t really
beyond my control; I wrote too much for the allotted space. Well,
that still puts me in a special, elevated class - I admitteci it .. .
could this possibly set a precedent?)

The participation of UNI community members helped to make a
successful blood drive last week. (Photo by Delora Jung)

persons who wanted to give
blood had to be turned away
for medical reasons.
. Those who gave blood are
now eligible for the Blood
Assurance Program of the Red
. Cross , which guarantees that
in case of accident donators
can claim free blood for themselves and for t heir families for
up to one year after their
donation. Since blood costs ·
from $25-$55 a unit at a
hospital, and this cost is not
absorbed by · insurance companies, donators g_ain a margin
of safety in case of accident, in
addition to the humanitarian
reasons for donating blood.
Also, 2 of the door prizes
offered to dona ters are as yet
unclaimed. The winning numbers drawn Thurs. are: 5459,
5454, 5453 or 5474. The winners for Fri. are: 5484, 5485,
5486 or 5494. The first two
people bringing in the winning
tickets (1 winner for Thurs., 1
for Fri.) will receive the prizes,
electrical applicances.
The next blood drive is
scheduled for early October.
Miss Etten said she "would
like some of the student clubs
to manage and administer
blood drives in the future. "
She feels that if the clubs get
involved, participation in the
drives will increase greatly.
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Language lab helps with English skills
by Pennie Lopinski
The Language Laboratory,
an extension of the Language
Program, will begin operation
in the first week of the fall
trimester. Harold . Hild, originator of the Language Program, announced that the lab,
which will be in room 2-046A,
was offered by the Linguistics
Dept. at a meeting on June 4.
Although the Language Program is primarily designed to
meet the needs of freshman
students, the Lab itself will
satisfy a broader scope of ·
needs.
"It will satisfy two different
kinds of students," stated
Hild. "The first will be students referred directly for
supplementary work by instructors in the English program ; the second will be other
students in the university who
need some assistance with
writing skills, but who might
not be prepared to take a
course in writing."
Other faculty members who
will assist in the Language
Lab are Audrey Reynolds,
Lucielle Mosey, Barry Brummel, Hrisey Dimitr~kis, Rosalyn O'Cherony, Marsha Jackson, Cathy Winger, and part
time faculty member Thomas
Mott.

The Lab, which will be open
for a minimum of twenty hours
per week initially, will be
staffed by faculty members,
graduate students, and other
students proficient in English
language skills.
The Language Program will
officially begin on July 1, with
an English Language Workshop designed to assist stu- .
dents with the basic fundamentals.
The Language Lab and the
Language Program arose out
of widespread concern for students who lack many basic
English language skills. "I
have been working directly
with the program for a year
and a half," said Hild. "I had
previously taught Writing 101
and felt that the existing
system could not successfully
manage all of the difficulties
experienced by students. " He
added that many students
were equipped with ninth and
tenth grade_writing skills and
needed additional help.
The problem was examined
at a meeting of the Arts and
Sciences Educational Policy
Committee on May 28. The
following is a segment of the
minutes of the meeting:
1) That the Arts and Sciences Educational Policy Com- - -- - - - -

announeeme·n ts
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER is throwing a " Going
Away Party" for Father John Hurley and Terry Strand on
Saturday, June 14 at 7 pm. It will be held at the Center, 5450 N.
Kimball. This night is also Parent's Night and No-Talent Night.
Don't miss out ori the fun! Come join us! All are welcome.

THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT announces an opening on
the Student Senate. This position 's term is up this coming
October. Any student of the UNI community is eligible to fill the
vacancy. Also all the committees under the Student Government
will be filled with the personnel for the '75 academic year. That
means that Student Fees and Allocations, Charter Review, and
Student Affairs C9uncil, will all be open to new membership.
Again, these positions are open to all UNI students.
For either of these vacancies t he procedure is to contact our
office (E-205S) before the June 23 meeting, or attend that
meeting. Our session starts at 7 pm., in the North Dining Hall.
For information, call ext. 455.

There 1s a difference!!!
MCAT 10- 75

TE
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DAT
10-75
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Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Classes
Excellent Test Preparation
Voluminous Homework Material
Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Review or Missed Classes
Course Material Constantly Updated
Instructors Experienced in Your Test
Most .courses begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - REGISTER EARLY

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2050 W. Devon, Chicago
(312) 764-5151
IN MADISON
(608) 238-4489

·'

mittee create an ad hoc committee to investigate language
skills problems of students in
the College of Arts and Sciences and to make recommendations to the committee
at its first meeting of the fall
1975 trimester.
2) The ad hoc committee
recommendations should address the following questions:
A. What should be the role of
proficiency/ evalua tory examin-

ations? B. What should be the
relationship of course requirements to the results of such an
exam? C. What kind of evaluatory mechanism should be
applied to the exam and/ or
courses? D. Should there be a
general graduation requirement for proficiency in language skills? E. What should be
the administrative structure
for an interdisciplinary program designed to improve

student language skills? F.
What would be a reasonable
timetable for implementation
of such a program.
3) The membership of the ad
hoc committee shall be Dorothy Patton, Audrey Reynolds,
David Jordan, Marsha Jackson, Harold Hild, a representative to be named by the
Reading Dept. and Dean
Hudson.

Plant planning a nd securi t y

Adm in. affairs shuffles
offices, hunts new director
by Greg Poland
The UNI Administrative Affairs Office is currently conducting a search for a person
to fill the i:iewly created post of
Director of Plant Planning and
Security.
The new position is part of a
general reorganization of de·
partmen_ts the control of the
Administrative Affairs Office,
headed by William H ., Leinemann. The reshuffling, effective July 1, will replace the
three existing departments of
Safety· and Security, Physical
Plant and Campus Planning
with five new · departments
under the yet to be named
Director.
The five departments, each
to be headed by an Assistant
. Director, will consist of:
1. Security and Safety
2. Remodeling and Maintenance

3.Planning
4. Heating Plant
5. Janitorial and Ground~
According to Sandra Faloo- .
na, Administrative Assistant,
the Administrative Affairs Office surveyed a number of
other schools of UNI's size to
determine the best possible
method of organization. The
five departments are a result
of that research. Administrative Affairs feels that this
reorganization will provide for
a better definition of responsibility among the various
departments, easier coordination between departments under one director, and more
centralized control of all activities.
A twelve member Search
and Screen Committee representing students, faculty, and
staff, will examine all applications received and make their

recommendations to Dr; Linnemann, who will make the final
choice.
As of June 10, thirty applications have been received
with more expected. The
search has not only included
the UNI community, but outside people as well. ·some forty
schools and organizations have
been notified of the opening.
Ads have been placed in Chicago daily newspapers and a
national magazine ad is set to
run this month.
The deadline for applications
is July 7. The Search and
Screen Committee hopes to be
able to make its recommendations soon enough to allow the
new director to take over the
job by September 1. Ms.
Faloona will handle the director's responsibilities until the
post is filled.

Senate funds to Vets, cont.
The Senate asked the Veterans Club how the money
would be paid back. Advance
payment of VA checks· for
September and October in
August was suggested. This
method would give veterans a
larger su~ to dra~ the loan
money from to repay the
Senate without hardship. The loans would be paid back by
the end of the summer with
this method, which will probably be used.
Jimmy
Ross,
Veterans
Counselor, wrote a letter to the
Student Senate which was
read at the June 9 meeting,
explaining the problem officially and appealing for the loans.
The $10,000 was adopted as a
ceiling.
Who will get the loans will
be determined by the Vets
office of counseling, Newman
said. He and Scott, both
veterans, · are sure that other
vets will not try to take
advantage of the emergency
loans. "I'm going to try not to
take the loan," Scott said,
"because I know that even
though I didn't get my June
check, vets who didn't get

checks- for May and June are
very proud, " Scott said, "They
hate to borrow money, and
don't do it until their backs are

really against the wall . The
Senate will have no problem
getting their money back. "

Senate tells RSB:
'no charter,' cont·.
so, and the discussion was
reconsidered and entered in the
minutes for continuation at the
following meeting .
At that meeting, Shapiro
made his plea to President
Tom Lasser and ten voting
senators. He was presented
with the university standard of
conduct which prohibiteq "the
obstruction or disruption of
institution's activities or of
authorized activities on the
campus. "
Shapiro said the club would
abide by the conduct laws and
added that the RSB would
compensate the university for
funds which were not accounted for resulting from the St.
Louis trip. He also agreed to
contact Buildings and Grounds

to design a plan for the
removal of the numerous Re- .
volutionary Student Brigade
adhesive stickers which, according to Shapiro, were distributed by the RSB and
plastered on university walls
and windows by non-members.
Senators Jeff Clever and
Robert Kosinski moved to
grant a temporary charter to
the RSB under these conditions but the motion was
defeated 3 to 5 with 2 abstentions.
Because the decision was
made by a consensus vote,
(less than 15 members present)
it will have to be approved by the full Senate at a future ·
meeting.

.
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Monty Python offers medieval magic
by Dan Pearson
I never realized that they
had had such a good time in
Camelot. One might think that
without the convenience of
modern indoor plumbing, life
in the Dark Ages would not
have been such a laughing
matter. However, any existing
doubts there were dispelled in
the new British documentary,
MONTY PYTHON AND THE
HOLY GRAIL, a definitive
study of Arthurian folklore.
But seriously, folks, the Pythoners tackle the Medievel
culture with zest, humor, and

Carnegie Theatre. Terry Jones
delightfully stuffy and regally
as Sir Bedivere provides a
self important but possessed
sound logical solution to the ·
with the ·i nnate intelligence to
reverse a command, particular- problem of witchcraft and
aerodynamics in the Middle
ly when things ate not going
Ages and Michael Palin shines
as hoped. Cleese, as that saveas the socialist labor organizer .
The Monty Python troupe's
the-damsel-in-distress-Launceand as the gallant Galahad
movie deals with the legendary
lot, teaches us all the value of
who
has to fend off the eight ,
exploits of King Arthur (Grareading for accuracy and when
score
damsels of Antrax Casham Chapman), who accomto apologise when social custle.
panied by his squire (Terry
toms have been brneched.
Gilliam), search hither and yon
The six man Python group · Idle's cowardly knight is
Directed by Terry Jones and ·
for some good knights to fill
play most of the speaking charmingly crafted but is in
Terry Gilliam, the latter who
the Round Table. They welcharacters but each has his his portrayal of the guard at . also does the fantastic animacome into the company such
own particular knight - to per- Swamp Castle that will guartions, this film recreates the
stout fellows as Sir Laucelot
form. Chapman's Arthur is entee another visit to the
atmosphere of those times
when knights were bold, or
when most of them were. The
thick mists that dwell -in the
deep forests and the tangled
thickets roll across the moors
· to reveal a castle defended
with Frenchmen who hurl
taunts, excrement, and live
animals from the paraphets,
when t hey aren 't up to a bit of
company .. Peril and pestilence
are the order of the day ~nd
leave it to these people to find
something funny about the
Blac~ Death. Or how about
killer rabbits, three headed
giants, Scottish sorcerers , or
eight score beautiful blonde
and brunette girls (all between
the ages of sixteen and nineteen) ·who want to be spanked,
to peak your interest in this
cinematic recreation of chaotic
silliness? To reveal anything
more · would be a injustice so
horrible that I would be
Just in case you've wondered who's who, the members of Monty Python's Flying Circus are (left to right) Graham Chapman, Eric Idle, Micompelled to have myself
chael Palin , Terry Jones, and John Cleese.
stretched and broken on the
wheel.
appropriate costuming. Suffice
it to say, I shall never be able
to leaf through Malory or look
upon a rabbit again with a
straight face.

(,John Cleese), Sir ~edivere
(Terry Jones), Sir Galahad
(Michael Palin), and Sir Robin
the Chickenhearted (Eric Idle).
These knights, along with
their king, set out on a holy
quest for the Holy Grail , in a
manner that keeps its audience
praying that its medievel
magic will never end.

LeBrun brings French charm here

•; by Diane Dockery
Denise LeBrun, a French
singer appearing through June
at the Gill Community Arts
Center in Old Town, puts on
her one-woman show with
charm and finesse.
A native of Paris, she
performs a repertoire of
Jacques Brel, her late friend
the French singing star Edith
Piaf, and others' songs in both
French and English.
Ms. LeBrun's voice is energetic and versatile ; she sings
with feeling, displaying gestures and facial expressions to
convey the emotional content
of her songs. You don't have
to speak French to appreciate
her (my own rusty high-school
French was of ljt tle value) ~
her sincerity and dynamism,

more than the lyrics, are what
is memorable about her performance.
Instrumentation, provided
-by a combination of piano,
percussion and guitar, further .
enhances the mood Ms. Le
Brun creates. Her own accompaniment on the piano to
several of her selections is
lively and impressive.
The Gill Theatre, an unimposing-looking community arts
center in the Old Town tradition, provides a dark, relaxed,
informal setting for Ms. Le- ,
Brun's talents. The lighting
effectively concentrates all at. tention on the stage, which is
surrounded on three sides by
the audience.

~--~=-~~~-~--=---::-:--:--::::-::--:::----,!

f o·peN FOR LUNCH·

· A former music teacher, Ms. -- - ~ - ~.....
LeBrun began her singing
_career in 1953. She has ap- 1
peared in concerts and on TV ,,

.

.

HID/D·EN Cov E

!::o~;:~t;it:::iu~:

~m;r:!;~
drl!mat1c roles, notably at the
Alley Theatre of Houston, and ·.
singing performances in San
Francisco, the Dunes in Las
Vegas and other cities.
Mille. LeBrun is a sophisti-

.

·

·

OPEN AT 11 am. daily

cated French lady with a lot of , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - .
heart. The audience, though I
N
sparse last Sunday night,
COUPO
.
responded with continuous applause and a standing ovation.
FREE - · t Pitcher beer with Med pizza
She'll be at the Gill Community Arts Center, Thursday
Pi-~ beer "th
through Sunday nights until
FREE - 2 tW5H
WI
ge. paza
the end of June.
·•
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Joel Hall featured

.Varied delights with UNI dance
The UNI Dance Ensemble
will present "An Evening of
Dance: Energy Experience'',
at 8 p.m. June 19 and 20 in the
university Auditorium.
Featured both nights will be
a guest appearance of the Joel
Hall Dancers, and new works
by Teena Akiyama, Marge
Robley, Libby Komaike Fleming, Daniel Ruiz, Denise Feldman, Alison Effertz and Rose
Mandell.

.

,I

Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 p.m. Ladies Nite, Tuesday
&
Thursday, Unescorted Females, 5¢ a Drink.
the music of "America the :

The admission charge for
guests is $2 ; students with Beautiful," by the jazz com- 1
university identification cards poser Gary McFarland, and .
"Les Gymnopedies," by Sa tie, I
will be admitted free of charge.
Ms. Fleming, formerly with the witty French contempora- f
the Jose Greco troupe, will ry of Ravel.
r
give a suite of Spanish dances
Ruiz and Feldman will dance
a duet springing from "Someto the music of Albanez. Ms.
Akiyama will present dancing
thing Into Darkness," by the
to the music' of Oregon, the. jazz pianist Ramsey Lewis.
rock gorup. Ms. Robley will ·Ms. Effertz and Ms. Mandell ,
perform passages from "Rod1
0
·1
eo, " by Aaron Copeland, and :~ sicai~f ~!~:r~ t:~e!~
give creations of her own to
jazz flautist.

i
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Career services

Job seekers get help at workshops
A series of workshops for
job seekers will be presented
by the Career Services Office
from June 24 through July 29.
The workshops are scheduled
during this summer to give
s tudents a head start on job
huiiting in a variety of ways.
June 24 and July 1, the
workshop will help students
write an effective resume, and
find out what an employer is
looking for in a resume. This is
an important skill , as many
j obs demand submission of a
resume before granting an
interview ; and a resume can
som etimes cut the red tape of
dealing with an employement

agency as well . Writing skills ,
such as clarity and organization, which might be necessary
on a job, are reflected (or not
reflected) in a resume, and can
affect a potential employer's
opinion strongly.
July 8 and 11 , the workshop
will look at volunteer work in
Chicago during the summer.
This often-scorned possibility,
many counselors say, can be a
" foot in the door" to a paying
j ob by offering experience.
Volunteering is often suggested by career counselors as a
low-risk way to find out real
interest areas ; and, if a student finds this area and works

well for no pay, few things
speak more favorably to an
employer of an applicant's
interest in the field.
July 15 and 22, students and
counselors will go through a
role-playing experience of a job
interview, to desensitive students and help them gain poise
for "the real thing. " The
questions employers are most
likely to ask will also be
disucssed.
July 29 will be a Mini-Career
Day for • Sociaf Service. Students are invited to come and
talk with professionals who
work i'n the social services and
find out what they are looking

for in job applicants, including
specific requirements. Representatives from large social
service agencies will be on
hand to talk with students;
including Jewish Vocational
Service, Catholic Charities, and
Illinois Department of Public.
Aid.
Personal career counseling is
also available in the Careers
Service Office through August
1. Roger Bash and Janice
Ofman, career counselors, will
be available in B-117 mornings , Tuesday through Friday
and early afternoons, Tuesday,
Thursday , and Friday.
Students who are experienc-

ing difficulties in selecting,
preparing for, and applying for
a career are .jnvited to come in
for a confidential interview
with one of the counselors. ·
Bash and Ofman · suggest
that students answer some
questions for themselves in
thinking about a career ; what
are my strengths and weak- ,
nesses? Is my resume effectively representing me? Do I
need specific information about
specific jobs to help ·me make a
decision? Students who find a
need for obj ective feedback on
these questions can sign up for
an interview and attend a
workshop this summer, and
get the answers they need.

New publications editor hired for UNI
by Diane Dockery
Mary Lou Campbell is the
new Publications Editor for
-academic material published '
by UNI.
Her duties include re?rganiz-

ing the college catalogues, assisting in Northeastern's selfstudy in preparation for the
university's 5-year re-accreditation next spring by the
North Central Association, and

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

\\

editing all publications for
Academic Affairs, e.g., a faculty handbook.
Mrs. Campbell plans to
combine the present college catalogues into one volume.
She hopes to make it more
relevant and useful to the
needs of the Northeastern
community.
UNI has a "big appeal to
special interest groups," said
Mrs. Campbell. She cited the
vareity of ethnic, religious,
theatrical, dance, veterans and
other groups as reflecting the
"pluralistic nature" of Chicago.
Dr. Major hopes that a new
approach to the catalogue will
"tell people what the university is " and provide information
to new students, current students, faculty, staff and the
public as well.
Mrs. Campbell comes to
UNI from Governor's State
University, where she edited
all publications and was involved in public relations. At
her suggestion, a multi-medi~
presentation was substituted
for the traditional graduation

\

Mary Lou Campbell , new publications editor at UNI.

Asian Affairs club panel

Mid•East crisis ·discussed
by Greg Poland
No other area of the world
holds the potential for world
war more than the Middle
East. The seemingly insoluble
conflict between the Arabs and
Israelis has dragged on for
three decades. Mutual paranoia, big power presence, Arab
oil, the existence of the Jewish
state, the dispossessed Palestinian refugees are all factors
in the Middle Eastern equation
which has defied any peaceful
solution.
In the last few weeks,
however, hopeful signs have
again emerged. President Ford
recently met with President
Sadat of Egypt, the Suez
Canal has been reopened and
the Israeli army recently con-

ducted a partial withdrawal in
the Sinai. Whether these signs
are_ just another false hope,
only time will tell. Certainly,
they are significant to the
American public which has a
big stake in peace in the
Middle East.
.
A discussion of the significance of these and other recent
events will be sponsored by
the Asian Affairs Club on June
17, at 6 p.m. in room 2-056 in
the Classroom Building.
The discussion will be conducted by a panel of experts
on t he Mid East, moderated
by Dr. Assad Husain , who is a
native of the region and is
qualified in both background
an education to discuss the
area.

Guests on the panel will
include Dr. Thomas B. Irving,
Professor of · Romance Lan. guages at the University of
Tennessee, a frequent visitor
to the area and author of many
articles on the Middle East;
Ariel Kerem, Israeli ViceCounsel to Chicago and a
spokesman for the Israeli government; and Dr. Thomas Farr
of the Northeastern Political
Science Department who specializes m Middle Eastern
affairs .
Before the panel begins at 6
p.m. , a reception will be help.
at 5 p.m. in room 2-079 in the
Political Science Department.
All students and faculty and
the public are invited.

speech. Response was favorable from both students ' and
administrators, and Governor's
State has continued to use the
presentation for commencement and for recruitment.
Prior to her position at
GSU, Mrs. Campbell was Chicago Urban Program Director
for the South Side branch of
the NAACP.
She has also worked with
the National Insurance Association, which is "the trade
association of the black-owned
insurance companies, "
she

said. For the Association 's
50th anniversary, she compiled
a slide presentation and wrot~
a history of black insurance
companies in America. Mrs.
Campbell also ·authored a publication on black women
judges.
A French and philosophy
major at the University of
Illinois, Mrs. Campbell received her master's degree in
adult education at the University of Chicago. She has a
daughter presently attending
Yale University.

Vets rep office
moved again cont.
will be more space available
when the Commuter Center is
ready, in about six months.
Bielikowski suggested that
perhaps he and his staff should
take offices temporarily in an
office vacated by a teacher on
leave. He has been occupying
such a room temporarily in the
Classroom Building since ·1ast
February, but the instructor is
expected back in July. Ross 's
office is next to Financial Aid,
in the B-Wing, and students
complain that the distance
between the veterans offices is
inconvenient, if they have to
deal with both offices to solve
a problem.
Dave Scott, President of the
Vets Club, sees this problem
as signficant legaliy. "The
space situation is difficult for

everyone at UNI ," he said,
"but the veterans really need
this space. The current situa- tion, especially with Mr. Bielikowski, is in direct violation of
federal law which says that the
veterans representative must
be housed in a highly visible,
highly accessible office. "
Scott believes that there
should be a permanent move of
both offices immediately, and
feels that they would work
most effectively if the offices
were in close proximity to one
another.
When Bielikowski moves into the office with Ross, it will
be his fifth move since last
August. Ross has been moved
three times since last November.

PRINT IS LOOKING FOR ANYONE
INTERESTED IN FILLING THE POSITION OF SPORTS EDITOR.

TO

APPLY, COME UP TO ROOM E-214
OR CALL EXT. 454 OR 459.
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"Advent us" keeps an eye on the future
by Rita Harmata
Pick a topic, any topic. Now
ask yourself, "How will I view
this topic in the year 2000? In
2050? Beyond? How will my
present beliefs in the future
become reality? What will be
the consequences if these beliefs do become reality?" These
questions and more evolve
from the recently publicized
discipline of futuristics . This
" art of conjecture" has been

around for a long time,
through omens, oracles, augury, vaticination, and science
fiction. But today, pick just
about any field of interest: art,
economics, history, communications, cities, computers, cybernetics, society, environment, education, energy, human values, government, politics, industry, managament,
labor et al, and you'll find
someone who has written

ClAssifiEds

about its future.
Superisingly, few people are
aware of the field of futuristics, and its import;mce,
which leads to the main
purpose of chartering ADVENTUS, a futures research
group at UNI. Although the
group's name sounds ecclesiastical, it is used with a very
secular connotation. ADVENTUS comes from the Latin
word for arrival , coming, or
approach - an apt title for a
futures research group.
Many futurist groups today
are chapter members of the
World Future Society (WFS),

an association for the study of
alternative futures. The WFS
is a nonprofit, educational and
scientific organization founded
in 1966. The Society acts as an
impartial clearing house for a
variety of different views
through its monthly publication, The Futurist, and does
not take positions on what will
happen ·or what should happen
in the future.
However, before a futures
research group can become a
local chapter, it must be
chartered if it is to meet here
at Northeastern. If you read
this far - you're interested.

Come up to E-211 and sign
your name to the charter for
ADVENTUS, which is posted
to the door. Come in to E-211 ,
or call Rita Harmata at Ext.
454 between 2 :45 and 4 pm,
Monday thru Friday, and
bring up any questions or
suggestions. Or simply leave
your name, address, and/ or
phone in E-211, and you'fl
receive a note or a call
providing you with further
information.
Keep your eyes open for
further information on meeting
in future issues of PRINT.

Barb, you know what you can do
with your purple passion.
Sis -

did you get t he bath yet?

Sam - where are you when we
need you?

I

To 99-double up !

l
I

I

I

Ron - do you really believe it?
It's not true!

j

l

Moke - please leave out the
starch next time!

l

II

.!i

Mu tt C. - why don 't you ever put
in any ads ! You owe me six!

I!

Lost: Navy blue lined windbreaker
vicinity of commu ter cent r, Wed.
5/28. If found please take to the
Lost and Found department.
Thanks.

!
i
)

a loaf of bread, a jug of wine, and
thou, singing beside me in the
wilderness; ah, liver soup were
paradise now.
is it possible that a modicum of
attentiveness, nay, even interest
on the part of students employed
by the CCAB might convince the
student body at large that CCAB
is worth interest?
For Sale: King size mattress,
hardly used. Sells for $256.00 will
take $75.00. Also· two single beds
including mattresses and frames.
Any offer will be alright. Call ext.
724 or . RO 4-4448.

, --------------

A l l ~ aaaounecs 11qlimi11■
,· ·airwavel at one low p!We. · ·

For rent: Sleeping room (female),
West Rogers Pk. In private home.
Not far from UNI (10 min. ride or
walk). Reasonable rent. Call Ext.
724 or RO 4-4448.
Typist wanted : Call 777-8861 to
discuss fee. Ask for Frank.
For Sale : Sears low-30 Oil 60c/ qt
usually 69c/ qt . Call Paul
weekends at 478-1909.
Dear Pat,
I've missed you! Where have
you been?
Signed
The Phantom
Dear Phantom,
I pouted all weekend cause there
was no message from you in the
PRINT. I guess I'U go stand on
my head.
Signed
Pattie
What a cotillion!!! I never knew
we had such talented people
especially in the dancing, and the
skit, and we can't forget the
awards. Hope everyone had as
much fun as I did. Thanks for
coming. Pauline

•I ALLEGHENV@
N
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th largest passenger-canying airline.
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What's up at health service?
There is much more going on a t Healt h Services every mont h
than most of the UNI community realizes. Marion Etten , R. N.,
offered t he following statistics on the month of May as an
example :
VISITS TO HEALTH SERVICE:
Visitors
Student
Civil Service
Faculty
Other Inquiries, Insurance
TOTAL
Days of Operation
Average Daily Visits
TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITAL BY:
Ambulance
U NI Vehicle
Private Car
WHEEL CHAIR OR STRETCHER PICK-UPS
Student
Civil Service
_Faculty
SPECIAL TESTS
TB Skin Test
VD Test
Mono Test
Pregnancy Test
Bacteria In Urine Test
Strep Throat Culture
Blood Sugar
A. TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITAL
By Ambulance
1 Student - Back Injury Gymnastics
2 S tudents - Medical Illness
By U NI Vehicle
1 C.S. Thumb Laceration-Duplicating
2 C.S. Facial Acid Burns-Engineers
3 C.S. Acid Burns-Engjneer
4 C.S. Heart Attack-Physical Ed.

- 44
384
93
47
615
1,183
21
56+
2
4

2_
5

0
0

5

1
4

5

5 (1 Pos.)
5 (1 Abnormal)

A new spark of life will come

to Northeastern next year as
UNI rejuvenates an old happening - homecoming.
The director of Student
Activities , Joan Nordberg recently held a few meetings to
decide with members of other
student organizations the ba- sics of next years homecoming.
Commi ttees for the various
aspects of homecoming are
being formed while the cochairpersons who will work
directly with Nordberg are Nan
Chemers of majorettes and
Maria Penaherrera of porn

porns.
When the week of february 6
rolls around Northeastern will
be "Looking Back" with the
Homecoming of '7o: All evenGs
going on will be in eonjunction
with the theme " Looking
Back. " Could you imagine the
porn porn girls deciding to do a
routine to the minuet or CCAB
looking back to where guys
wore crew cu ts and girls wore
fishnet stockings?
Homecoming week will consist of pep rallies, pep assemblies and skits followed by a

basketball game against St.
Xavier, last year's top rival.
Immediately after the game
will be a dance, which will be
held in Alumni Hall in the new
Commuter Center. Plans may
include having food , punch,
and if proper legislation is
passed beer, t oo.
The best news is yet t o
come. All the homecoming
activities will be free to UNI
s tudens wit h a nominal charge
to others. (Homecoming photos courtesy of Relics-Yearbook).

·---------------~~------~----------~

C. SPECIAL TESTS
T.B . Test - 1 Positive case was i,ent to Brd. of Health Clinic
Throat Cultures - 1 positive was referred to an M.D . for
treatment
_
Blood Sugar - 1 Abnormal reading to return for re-check ·
V.D . Tests - 3 were done for marriage licenses

REFERRALS
To Doctor's Office
To Clinic
To Hospital

UNI revives Homecoming

92 (1 Positive)

B. WHEEL CHAIR-STRETCHER PICK UPS
1. F emale Student - Hysteria
2. Female Student - Medical Illness
3. F emale Student - Mu scle Spasm
4. Female Student - Injured Back
5. Employee F emale - Sprained Ankle

NATURE OF VISITS BY TYPE
First Aid
Medical Illness
Health Counseling
Physical Therapy

Fi rst since late 60 's

80
310

16
3

10
4

6

VISITS BY SEX
Female
329
Male
239
As ·announced last week, the new pregnancy testing service is
free to students, and is confidential.
In addition to handling the problems listed, Ms. Etten served
on a U.W.W. Review Board, lectured to Senior Citizens Group of
Edison Park, and attended the May 26th Student Senate meeting
for a presentation of Student Insurance Benefits. During May,
Blood Pressure testing month, 156 people, including 68 students,
were tested for hypertension ; 21 were found to have abnormal
readings, including 5 students. The blood drive, which ended
June 6, will be repeated in November, Ms. Etten said, as will
various other public health tests and projects.
Ms . Etten noted that student insurance, which is currently
$18.50 per single student, will continue with the same policy
benefits in the fall , but at an increased premium. Individual
s tudent insurance will cost $22.00, with other insurance policies
also increased in cost slightly.
Health Services maintains a table outside their office (next to
the P.E. Department offices) with brochures and pamphlets on
current health problems, such as VD , cancer, and respiratory
diseases. H ealt h Services is open normal University office hours,
and , Ms. Etten said, "no one is ever turned away who needs
-help.' '
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HOMECOMING
SURVEY
Do You Think UNI Should Have A Homecoming?

Would You Attend the _·H omecoming?
_ _ Yes

No

__ Maybe

If no, why not? _______ _________

L---------------------------------subm-it completed survey to Room E-214, above cafeteria

Western student elected to state hoard
by J.C. Wynn
On · May 23rd James Zerlde
was elected non-voting student
member of the Illinois Board
of Higher Education, replacing
George Perkins_.
·
Zerkle, who begins his one·
year term on the Board July 1,
is the third student to hold the
non-voting position. State statute provides for the members
of the Board's- Student Advisory Committee (SAC) to conduct annual elections for one
student member and one alternative. SAC consists of repre-

sentatives from public and
private institutions of higher
education in Illinois.
Zerkle, and Howard Blassman the alternate, were elected
by SAC members during a
meeting held on May 23 at
Illinois _State
University.
Zerkle and Blassman were
elected from applications and
nominations solicited from all
campuses.
Zerkle, who is serving his
first term on the Board, is a
junior at Western Illinois University. While a student at

Lincoln Land Community College he was vice-president of
the student body, and a
delegate to the 1974 national
convention of community colleges. He was a page in the
Illinois State Senate during
the summers of '72 , '73 , and
'74.
Blassman, who holds a
bachelor of arts degree in ·
economics, education, and political science from Northwestern University, is currently
enrolled at Northwestern's law
school.

